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Fat Brad

Fat Brad

The
Cookbook

1.

Picture Brad Pitt on the big screen, neurotically shovelling
bar nuts into his mouth. Between each crunch he is
hard pressed to deliver the lines of his well rehearsed
Hollywood script. With the driest of swallows, we feel the
anxieties of his character in a most human way. Unnerving
in his familiarity, a crumb-chinned Brad debunks the
notion of celebrity-perfectness.
For the most part filmmakers either focus directly
on, or completely ignore, eating in cinema. Hollywood
blockbusters cut out many of the rudimentary habits
of life and replace them with high speed car chases,
panoramic cityscapes and ancient battles. With the
exception of the odd American diner scene, how are we
expected to believe our stars are eating their three meals
a day? Perhaps movie stars survive merely on sex scenes
and shoot outs.
Brad however, is a man who eats like the best of us.
From high calorie snacks to turkey flesh off the bone,
there are but a few films in which Brad doesn’t chomp his
way through the peculiarities of his characters. Film after
film he champions a buffet of eating scenes, each one
affirming his realness. When he unwraps a twinkie, we
savour the sweetness with him; when he throws down a
greasy burger, we share in his indigestion. For us, These
simple acts bring Brad one step closer to our very own
dinner table.
It’s our shared hunger which has led Long Prawn on
an obsessive research mission to produce this fantasy
cookbook. Fat Brad The Cookbook promises to give you
the sweetest sliver of illusory intimacy with a usually
untouchable celebrity. An unrivalled collection of TV
dinners boiled down from Brad’s best on screen eating.
A journey through Brad’s digestive system designed to be
taken with a pinch of salt and a satiating swig of fandom.
After all, we are what we eat.
We dedicate this book to Brad Pitt, who is probably
not allowed to swallow anything he ever actually puts into
his beautiful mouth.
Long Prawn

Tyler
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You wanna make an omelette, you gotta break some eggs.
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Both Brad Pitt and Edward Norton actually learnt how to make soap for
the movie Fightclub (1999).

Brad signs his name BP. As it turns out, when you flip these,
it kind of looks, like FB (Fat Brad).
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Heart Burn
Burger

Oceans 11

Rusty can’t take on the Bellagio, the Mirage and the MGM
Grand on an empty stomach, which is why he’s rarely seen
sans snack. Before you tut-tut his penchant for popcorn,
lollipops and soft drink, ask yourself 'when was the last
time I stole 150 mill and had time to saute my own greens
for dinner?'
At the end of the film Danny is out of the clink and
the heat is somewhat off, which gives Rusty some spare
time to actually chew. He only manages a finger lickin’
mouthful of his greasy burger before he tosses it to the
side, overwhelmed by Danny’s freedom and a wave of
indigestion.
While there is no dainty way to eat a burger, to savour
the flavour and stave off heartburn we recommend you
chew each bite at least 32 times.

Danny	Thirteen million and you drive this piece of shit cross
country to pick me up?
Rusty

150g fatty beef (such as short
rib or brisket), coarsely ground*,
chilled
1 metal bowl, medium
4 brioche buns, preferably
sesame topped, toasted
Butter, enough to spread on each
bun
8 slices American cheese
8 leaves butter or bibb lettuce
12 slices gherkin, thick
½ yellow or brown onion, diced
into uniform 5mm cubes
American mustard, to serve
Ketchup, to serve
Salt and pepper, freshly ground
Makes 4
Takes	10mins
*If you don't have a meat grinder, any
good butcher will grind these cuts for
you. Just ask for them to grind each
separately on a coarse setting.

6.

DIRECTIONS
1.
Place metal bowl in freezer
for at least one hour. Quickly mix
lean and fatty beef together in
chilled bowl. The temperature
of everything is very important.
Should beef become warm, fat
will melt. The more melted fat
there is on your hands and in
the bowl, the less there is in the
patties. Divide mixture into 4.
Shape each pattie into a thin
disk, poking a dimple in the
middle to help it maintain shape
whilst cooking.
2. Preheat oven to 250°C.
Season patties generously
on both sides with salt and
pepper. Grill over a high heat,
flipping often. Once all sides are
beautifully caramelised, transfer
patties to a baking tray. Top each
patty with 2 slices of cheese,
and pop into the oven for 3mins
or until cheese is melted and
bubbling.
3. Next, construct your
burgers. Spread bottom half of
each bun with ketchup, and top
with mustard. Place both lettuce
leaves on top of ketchup. Top
lettuce with bubbling cheese
topped patty. Smatter patties

with 3 slices of gherkin each and
a sprinkling of diced onion. Place
top of brioche bun on last and
push down gently. Wrap in foil for
extra points.

When Rusty is teaching the "teen idols" to play poker, all of
the actors are actual "teen idols" who were at the time starring
in popular TV Shows. Holly Marie Combs from Charmed (1998),
Topher Grace of That '70s Show (1998), Joshua Jackson of
Dawson's Creek (1998), Barry Watson of 7th Heaven (1996)
and Shane West of Once and Again (1999).

INGREDIENTS
350g lean beef (such as chuck
steak or round steak), coarsely
ground*, chilled

Blew it all on the suit.
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Spilt
Mustard

Moneyball

There is something very humanising about spilling sauce
down the front of your shirt. Even the defectless Brad
must contend with a mustard stain on a cheap polyester
jacket as character Billy Beane. Lucky the Oakland
Athletics baseball club couldn’t afford fancy satin jackets
that season.
Brad is one of America’s most popular cultural
artifacts, followed closely by baseball and yellow
mustard. We feel a sense of borrowed patriotism as we
watch elite baseball coach Billy forego protein bars
and sports drink for good, old fashioned mustard in this
American classic. A true yank who spills the yellow gold
like the best of them.

Billy		Would you rather get one shot in the head or five in the
chest and bleed to death?
Peter

¾ cup yellow mustard powder,
dry
¾ tsp coarse sea salt or kosher
salt
½ tsp ground turmeric
1 tsp garlic purée, or 1/8
teaspoon garlic powder
⅛ tsp paprika
½ cup white distilled vinegar
Makes
Takes

8.

≈500mL
1hrs+

Directions
1.
In a well ventilated kitchen,
place water, dry mustard, salt,
turmeric, garlic, and paprika in a
small non-reactive saucepan and
whisk until smooth. Cook mixture
over medium-low to low heat,
stirring often, until it bubbles
down to a thick paste, 30 to
45mins.
2. Whisk vinegar into mustard
mixture and continue to cook
until thickened to a desired
mustard consistency, this can
take anywhere from 7 to 15mins.
3. Let mustard cool to room
temperature. Transfer mustard
to an airtight container, cover,
and refrigerate for up to 3
months. The mustard will be
quite pungent the first few days
or even weeks, but will mellow
with time.

Spike Jonze plays Alán, the socially awkward partner of
Billy Beane's ex-wife in the film.

Ingredients
1 cup water, cold

Are those my only two options?
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Turkish	What's happening with them sausages, Charlie?
Charlie Five minutes, Turkish.
Turkish It was two minutes five minutes ago.

10.
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Two Minutes Turkish,
Sausages

Snatch

For a film set in a region known for it's notoriously shite
nosh, Snatch has a lot of hearty food references. You’ve
just got to wade through the accents to find them. “Who
took the jam outta your donut?”, “You better not be
telling me porky pies”, “Save your breath for cooling your
porridge”, “Yer can’t open up the dog, he’s not a tin of
baked beans!”
Linguistics aside, there are Turkish’s elusive snags;
and in a film where timing is everything, time stops for
these sausages. A hangry Turkish inspects the crumbling
caravan cum bookies office and demands Tommy find him
one with a door that’s not decaying, while Charlie labours
over his lunch.

Mickey

300g minced lamb fat, ideally
lamb kidney fat
700g lamb, minced
30g parsley, finely chopped
1 red onion, minced
2 garlic cloves, minced
1 tsp salt
5g Turkish chilli powder
1 egg, beaten
200mL sparkling mineral water
Makes
Takes

12.
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8-10
2mins

Directions
1.
Soak caul fat in water for 1
hour to allow for easier wrapping.
Mix all remaining ingredients
until just combined. Be careful
not to over mix as you will end up
with a rubbery lil’ sausage. Shape
sausage mix into oblong shapes
roughly 2cm wide, 8cm long and
1cm thick.
2. Cut squares of caul fat about
twice the size of the sausages
and wrap each one individually
as if it were a wee gift. Allow
sausage parcels to rest for
2mins, then grill over a dirty
barbecue, rotating when needed.
Serve with HP Sauce.

Brad approached director Guy Ritchie and asked for a role in
Sntach, when he found Brad couldn't master a London accent,
he gave him the role of Mickey the Gypsy.

Ingredients
8-10 pieces caul fat, to wrap

Good dags. D'ya like dags?

13.

Greyhound
Jelly Cup

Oceans 11

Despite a criminal record and fondness for ill fitting, off
white suits paired with lurid, shiny shirts, it’s hard not to
like Rusty Ryan and his “no fucks given” attitude. Perhaps
that’s why head con man Danny Ocean sends Rusty out
to recruit the perfect team for the heist, beginning with
retired swindler Saul.
Rusty corners Saul at the greyhound races with the
intention of plucking him out of his Florida retirement
for one last hurrah. Before putting the hard word on him,
the youthful conman teases the old geezer for arduously
peeling an orange when he could just slam pre-packaged
vitamins. We’re guessing the fruit cup Rusty then gobbles
and casually tosses to the side contains the exact
nutrients necessary for the job: Champagne, peaches
and jelly. The perfect snack for an old geezer, or youthful
con man.

30mL peach liqueur
300g sugar, white
1 vanilla bean, sliced and scraped
6 leaves sheet gelatin
3 peaches, ripe
Makes 6
Takes	1hrs+
left overnight

My doctor says I need to take more vitamins.

Rusty

So why don't you take vitamins?

Saul		

You come here to give me a physical?

Directions
1.
Bring Champagne, peach
liqueur, sugar, vanilla bean,
vanilla bean seeds and 1/2 cup
of water to a simmer in a large
saucepan over medium heat,
stirring to dissolve sugar. Add
peaches and poach until just
tender. Remove peaches with a
slotted spoon and cool slightly,
then peel, cut in half, remove pips
and refrigerate until required.
Soak gelatin in tepid water until
soft.
2. Bring poaching liquid to
a simmer over medium heat.
Remove gelatin and squeeze
off excess water, add sheets
to the Champagne mixture
and stir until dissolved. Strain
through a fine sieve and set aside
to cool slightly.
3. Place prepared peach
halves into six 200mL dariole
moulds or small cups, pour
gelatin mixture over and
refrigerate covered. Hedge your
bets and leave them overnight
then enjoy trackside tomorrow.

14.

What's with the orange?

Saul		

The wig used by Rusty in his disguise as a doctor was Mike
Myers's rehearsal wig for Austin Powers: International Man of
Mystery (1997).

Ingredients
750mL Champagne or sparkling
white wine

Rusty
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Lobster & Crab
Pissque

In the short scene when Brad Pitt and Edward Norton are drunk
and hitting golf balls, they really are drunk, and the golf balls are
sailing directly into the side of the catering truck.

Fight Club

When he’s not leading a bloody, morally ambiguous
revolution, Tyler moonlights as a banquet waiter at the
swanky Pressman Hotel. Naughty Tyler farts on the
meringues and seasons the bisque with a dash of urine;
a momentous up-yours to the aristocrats he grudgingly
waits on. We thought it might be a bit much to request
that you piss in your own bisque, so instead we’ve weaved
some soap into your soup.
Tyler likes to sell rich women their (ass)ets back to
them as designer soap made from fat he syphons from the
lipo clinic. Call us old fashioned, but our ingredients are a
little easier to swallow.

Tyler		He pissed in the bain marie, seasoned the lobster bisque,
farted on the meringues...and as for the cream of mushroom
soup...well.

Ingredients
Lobster Pissque

Directions
Crab Soap*

2 lobster spiders (heads)

250mL bisque

1 freshly boiled lobster tail*

Butter, salted

2 blue swimmer crabs

Whipping cream

1 brown onion, peeled and
roughly chopped
2 sticks celery, roughly chopped

Feeds
Takes

1 carrot, peeled and roughly
chopped

*Optional extra.

2 tbs tomato paste
1 tbs flour, lightly toasted
40mL Pernod
100mL white wine
40mL brandy
1 tbsp double cream
1L Fish stock
2 Bay leaf
Pepper, freshly ground
Handful parsley, chopped
Pinch fresh thyme

4
1-2hrs

1.

Lobster Pissque

Bash lobster and crab shells in a
tea towel with a rolling pin until
broken into about 15 pieces total.
Roast in a heavy based pan until
uniformly coloured. Remove from
pan and set aside.
2. In the same pan used for
shells, sauté vegetables until
golden. Add tomato paste and
flour to the pan. Cook for 2mins,
stirring constantly. De-glaze pan
by pouring a good glug of wine
and a spill of Pernod and brandy.
Allow liquid to reduce by half.
Add herbs, fish stock and shells
into pan. Bring to boil, then return
to a simmer for 20mins.
3. Using an upright blender,
blitz soup (including shells). Pass
through a very fine sieve, pushing
through as much as possible
to extract maximum flavour.
If necessary, you may want to
reduce passed bisque until you
are satisfied with flavour.
4.

cold butter and whisk vigorously
until the sauce emulsifies. Add
a dash of whipping cream until
you are satisfied with the taste.
Whisk vigorously (or use a hand
blender) over a low heat until a
thick and cappuccino like foam
appears on top. Carefully place
on top of lobster bisque with a
spoon.
5.

To serve

Add a dash of high quality brandy
and a spoon of double cream.
If you fancy, serve with freshly
sliced lobster meat amongst
the crab soap. We find this
combination of ingredients
much more palatable than the
seasoning of Tyler’s choice, but
hey, each to their own.

Crab Soap

To prepare crab soap, reduce
250mL of bisque to a thick
consistency. Once it coats and
sticks to the back of a spoon, add

16.
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Bellagio Shrimp
Cocktail

Oceans 11

When in Vegas you gotta live it up, and nothing says livin’
it up like a prawn cocktail, preferably served in a plastic
cowboy boot. Just like the Roman columns, plunging
necklines and flashing neons that scream CASINO
LUXURY, it’s hard to take this tacky, tawdry little dish too
seriously...so don’t.
As Tess descends the spiral staircase of the Bellagio,
Rusty realises Danny’s vested interest in the heist. Before
he knows it, he’s absentmindedly guzzled several of the
prawns that populate the cocktail in his increasingly
sweaty mitt. Nothing like stress and heartache to stoke
one’s hunger. Failing this remedy, resort to cocktails with
booze in them.

Shrimp Salad

Cayenne pepper, to serve

2.

Cucumber, to serve

Tabasco, to taste

Cook prawns in salted, boiling
water until pink all over, then
dunk straight into icy water. Peel
prawns, if this is a fancy affair,
you may feel inclined to leave
a few untouched for a special
garnish. Mix unshelled prawns
into sauce. Peel and finely dice
avocado, shred lettuce and toss
all with chives before seasoning
with salt and pepper.

10mL lemon juice

3.

10mL Palo Cortado (preferable)
or Amontillado sherry

Divide greens between four
bowls or martini glasses, with
a basin in middle for prawns to
swim in. Divide prawns between
four dishes. Sprinkle with a very
mild amount of cayenne pepper.
Garnish with an unpeeled prawn
and serve proudly with lemon
Van Dyke.

1 avocado
Salt and pepper, freshly ground

Lemon, to serve, ideally
presented as Van Dyke
Cocktail Sauce
160mL whole egg mayonnaise,
ideally homemade
20mL tomato sauce
10mL Worcestershire sauce

Makes
Takes

20.

4
30mins

Only in the morning.

Cocktail Sauce

Handful chives, finely chopped

2 baby cos lettuces

You suicidal?

Rusty

Directions
1.

To prepare your sauce place
mayonnaise into a small bowl,
add other ingredients and taste
– a prawn cocktail is all about
personal taste. If you feel the
sauce needs anything else just
add it.

500g shell-on fresh, raw prawns
aka shrimp

You scared?

Linus

Shrimp Salad

To serve

During the several takes it took to shoot the scene in which
Rusty and Linus are spying on Tess as she is introduced coming
down the stairs, Brad ate 40 shrimp.

Ingredients

Rusty
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Knuckle
Sandwich

Fight Club

Prior to principal photography, Brad visited a dentist to have
his front tooth chipped and dental caps removed.

If there’s one point Fight Club really pushes, it’s that you
are not your things. “You’re not the car you drive, you’re
not the contents of your wallet, and you’re certainly not
your fuckin’ khakis”...nobody said anything about not
being what you eat, though.
If, like Tyler, you’ve abandoned the material world
to inhabit a rotting, derelict mansion with leaking walls,
water that runs brown, and a warm and mouldy fridge, you
should at least treat yourself to a knuckle sandwich. Your
teeth are probably gonna rot or get knocked out soon
anyway, may as well chew some fat. Best enjoyed wearing
nothing but a lilac robe adorned with coffee mugs, à la off
duty Tyler.

Tyler		

Ingredients
2 pickled knuckles, pork hock
2 onions, peeled and halved
1 head garlic, halved
1 leek, washed and roughly
chopped
2 star anise, crushed
15 white peppercorns, crushed
1 lemon, peel
1 tsp fish sauce
2 cups bread crumbs, fine
2 cups bread crumbs, panko
2 eggs, yolk
3 eggs, whisked
75g butter
½ cup of flour
Salt and white pepper
100mL vegetable oil
Feeds
Takes

22.
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6-8
3.5hrs+

How embarrassing, a house full of condiments and no food.

Directions
1.
Place hocks in a saucepan
and cover with water. Bring to
boil, then lower to a simmer for
5mins. Drain and discard water.

meat, taste and season with salt
and freshly ground white pepper
until delicious. Refrigerate until
cool.

2. Roughly crush star anise
and peppercorns in a mortar
and pestle. Slam knuckles into
a saucepan with onions, garlic,
leek, star anise, pepper, lemon
peel and fish sauce. Cover with
water and bring to a simmer.
After 3hrs of low heat, any meat
falls apart, don't give up until it
taps out and falls off the bone.
Remove from heat and cool in
stock. Once cool enough to
handle, remove hocks from stock
and ditch skin. Tear up meat,
discarding bones, sinew and
excess fat, all of which can be
turned into soap at a later date.

4. On three separate plates
place fine breadcrumbs, panko
crumbs and whisked eggs. Using
wet hands, shape the mixture
into burger shaped patty. Cover
patties first in fine breadcrumbs,
then in egg mix, and finally in
panko crumbs. Make sure coating
is thick and that there is no filling
poking out, to prevent patties
from exploding. Shallow fry the
patties in batches of 4, until
golden brown or 5mins each side.
Drain, pat dry on a phone book
and season lightly with salt.

3. Strain stock and measure
out 300mL of liquid (the rest can
be kept for soup or sauce). Melt
butter in a saucepan over low
heat then stir in flour and cook,
stirring constantly, for about
2mins. Whisk in reserved stock
and cook over medium heat,
whisk until smooth and thick.
Remove from heat, then whisk in
egg yolks to thicken. Add hock

5.

To serve

Spread a single pat of butter
on white bread then smear Hot
English mustard and Bulldog
sauce to taste. Sandwich your
pattie snugly in the middle and
eat immediately. Never eat just
before a fight, unless your move
is to spew on the guy.

23.

Break-up-make-up
Smash

Mr & Mrs Smith

John and Jane’s home is the same location used in Father
of the Bride.

Mr and Mrs Smith bludgeoning each other unconscious
must be one of the most scintillating specialties of Brad’s
back catalogue, second only to the steamy make up sex
that follows.
Post romp, the dishes are bloody and the fridge
is peppered with bullets; high time for a ceasefire.
Unphased by the broken home they have left in their
wake, the feuding lovers sit on the kitchen floor and sip
orange juice from fractured glasses, looking suspiciously
pristine in their barely tarnished whites. Their first honest
meal together is a cornflake breakfast served in a wine
cooler; a meal that appears to trigger the couple’s real
romance as they compare scars and injuries. Is this
breakfast smash the essence of passion and love?

John		I have to tell you, I never really liked your cooking. It's not
your gift.
Jane		Baby, I've never cooked a day in my life. I-Temp girls cooked.
John		

Ingredients
Kitchen Crumble

Directions
Whipped Yoghurt

100g plain flour

2 cups Greek yoghurt

65g brown sugar

1 cup thickened cream

80g unsalted butter, chopped

1 vanilla bean

½ tsp cinnamon

1 tbs honey

½ tsp cardamon

2 tsp orange zest

20g Corn Flakes, or desired
breakfast cereal
Candied Nuts
½ cup flaked almonds
½ cup macadamia nuts, broken
into pieces

Charred Fruit
600g mixed fruit eg. peaches,
nectarines, apricots or figs,
pitted and cut into halves or thick
wedges
1 tbs olive oil

¼ cup coconut flakes
⅔ cup caster sugar
1 tsp sea salt

Web of lies!

Feeds
Takes

6
1.5hrs+

1.

Kitchen Crumble

Preheat oven to 180°C and
combine all ingredients, except
Corn Flakes, in a bowl. Work
mixture until it resembles fine
crumbs. Add Corn Flakes, mix
then toss crumble mixture
onto a lined tray and bake until
golden. Remove and allow to cool
somewhere it won't get kicked
over.
2.

Candied Nuts

Place caster sugar in a non-stick
frying pan over medium heat.
When sugar starts to change
colour it’s go time! Add almonds,
macadamias, and coconut and
stir until sugar caramelises
and ingredients stick together
(~2mins). The mixture should be
golden in colour. Get it off the
heat and spread the good stuff
onto a lined tray, throw a small
pinch of salt over and set aside
to cool.
3.

each side until charred and
slightly softened, remove from
heat and set aside.
4.

Whipped Yoghurt

Slice vanilla bean down center
and scrape seeds out with back
of knife. With a whisk, beat vanilla
seeds together with remaining
yoghurt ingredients and years
of marital frustrations until soft
peaks form. Refrigerate until use.
5.

To serve

Find a large bowl that hasn't been
smashed and alternate layers of
charred fruits, crumble, yoghurt
and toffeed nuts. Eat immediately
if your dearest isn't still trying
to kill you or the next morning
before you both get dressed.

Charred Fruit

You have almost pulled this off
now, heat a large grill pan over
high heat. In a bowl, toss fruit
with olive oil until covered then
place directly on the grill. Cook

24.
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Game Bird with Taters
& Guinness Gravy

Snatch

Despite his gypsy tatts, knack for bare knuckle boxing
and fiercely dingy exterior, Mickey O'Neil is just a sweet
little pikey boy underneath it all. There’s nothing he loves
more than his mam; we like to imagine him lovingly fixing
her this humble meal, blissfully unawares it might be her
last. He’d violently forage the game bird and taters from
the forest surrounding the squat, then roast it all up on the
hood of a wrecked car, before carefully plating up amidst
the grit and grime of his pikey squalor.
Not to mam’s taste? Feed it to the pigs, then.

Mickey	Ah, save your breath for cooling your porridge. Now look...
She wants the Hector-2 roof lights, uh... the stylish ashframed furniture and the scatter cushions with the matching
shag pile covering. Right. And she's terrible partial to the
periwinkle blue, boys. Have I made myself clear, boys?

4 garlic cloves, crushed
½ bunch sage
30mL olive oil
30g butter
500g baby potatoes, par-cooked
and lightly crushed with a fork
300mL Guinness Extra Stout
150mL good quality beef stock
Feeds
Takes

4
1.5hrs+

*If your are unable to bag a pigeon
with ya dags, pop in any other game
bird to your taste. A decent squab
will take 40-60mins to roast, medium
quails 12-18mins and a pheasant will
need 40mins. The recipe below is for
pigeon, adjust roast time accordingly.

26.
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Directions
1.
Pop ya ‘taters on the boil
until they are slightly soft, drain,
cool and squish with fork or
fist. Then, rinse cavities of birds
paying close attention to remove
any rifle pellets from the hunt.
Dry thoroughly with paper towel,
then season skin with salt. Throw
it into the esky, uncovered to cool
and dry out.
2. Preheat oven to 200°C.
Remove birds from esky and wipe
remaining moisture from skin
with paper towel. Stuff cavities
with almost all sage and one
garlic clove each. Heat oil and
butter in a shallow oven-proof
pan over medium-high heat.
Spend 5mins browning birds on
all sides, then remove from pan
and set aside.
3. Chuck ya ‘taters back in the
same pan and brown slightly on
all sides, adding more butter if
required. Once almost golden,
sit pigeons snugly on top. Add
remaining herbs, garlic, Guinness
and beef stock into pan. Bring to
boil and pop entire pan into oven
for 25mins, then allow to rest for
5-10mins out of the oven. Serve
birds straight from pan, taters,
sauce and all.

In Snatch, the word "fuck" is said 163 times.

Ingredients
2 whole pigeons* (squab), wing
tips and heads removed*

27.

Reuben’s
Salad

Oceans 11

In the film Rusty refers to a Boeski, a Jim Brown, a Miss Daisy,
two Jethros, a Leon Spinks and an Ella Fitzgerald, which were
real heists throughout history.

Whoever said you can’t make friends with salad obviously
never saw Danny Ocean and Rusty Ryan slowly sweet talk
casino mogul Reuben Tishkoff into bankrolling their heist
over lunch.
Granted, the salad on the screen does look a little
lacklustre; too easily upstaged by Reuben’s showy getup and mid-morning cocktail garnished with a gaudy
pineapple wedge and maraschino cherry. On the contrary
our salad is excessive, grandiose, highly lucrative and a lil’
dangerous to pull of, just like a good heist. Load up your
plate and let your eyes be bigger than your stomach.

Ingredients
Reuben’s Salad
2 baby cos lettuce heads, leaves
separated and washed (discard
outer leaves)
200g good quality pastrami,
thinly sliced
½ loaf light rye, crusts removed
¼ cup grapeseed oil
Small handful dill, chopped
Pickled Cucumbers*
3 pickling cucumbers, sliced
Small handful dill, chopped
1 cup rice wine vinegar
1½ cup water
½ cup sugar
*Alternatively, you can use good
quality store bought pickles.

Rusty

Wonder what Reuben'll say.

		

[Cut to Reuben]

Reuben

YOU'RE OUTTA YOUR GODDAMN MINDS!

Directions

½ cup finely grated aged gruyere

1.
This recipe requires three
key players: pickles, some SwissRussians and pastrami. They all
play a big part in the success of
the salad.

1 tbsp sherry vinegar

2.

1/3 cup grapeseed oil

Combine vinegar, sugar and
water in a saucepan and bring
to boil. Remove from heat and
cool to fridge temperature.
Slice cucumbers into circles
5mm thick. Combine cucumbers
and vinegar and leave to get
acquainted for about 6hrs+.

	Russian-Swiss Dressing
2 eggs, yolk
1 tbsp mustard, dijon

2 tsp prepared horseradish
1 tbsp shallot, finely minced
Black pepper, to taste
Feeds
4-5
Takes	30mins+
Pickled Cucumbers
(optional): 6hrs+

3.

Pickled Cucumbers

5.

To serve

Combine leaves, sliced and torn
pastrami, pickled cucumbers and
croutons with enough dressing
to thinly coat everything. Arrange
on a serving platter and garnish
with fresh dill and black pepper.

Russian-Swiss Dressing

Blend yolks, mustard, gruyere
and vinegar in an upright blender
until combined. With the motor
still running, add oil in a slow
and steady stream until fully
emulsified. Stir through shallot
and horseradish. If dressing is
too thick for your taste, add a few
drops of warm water to thin out.
4.

Reuben’s Salad

Preheat oven to 180°C. Tear
rye into bit sized chunks and
toss with grapeseed oil before
spreading evenly on a baking
tray. Place in oven and bake until
crunchy, then allow to cool.
28.
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29.

Bloodied
Roast

Mr & Mrs Smith

Here, we meet John and Jane Smith, your average
unhappily married couple, complete with a cookie cutter
home in the suburbs, matching luxury cars, and an
expensive marriage counsellor. Tensions run high over a
classic roast dinner when Mr. Smith cautiously masticates
bloody rare beef as the foreboding sharpening of knives
brings into focus an unnerving lack of conversation.
As the scene unfolds, Mrs Smith makes up for a lack of
culinary prowess with an impeccable aim and Mr Smith
learns his penchant for martinis isn’t the only thing
threatening to send him to an early grave. Was it this very
supper that ignited Hollywood’s steamiest love affair?
Best consumed guardedly at a lengthy table, salt
shaker placed strategically in the center. Come adequately
armed for a feast or finale.

John		

This looks nice. Did you do something new?

Jane		

I added peas.

John		Yeah, peas. Yeah, it's the green. Sweetheart, will you
pass the salt?

4 tbsp olive oil		
700g baby potatoes
400g haricots verts (French
string beans), cleaned and
trimmed
400g peas, thawed if frozen

Salt and pepper, freshly ground
1 sachet Gravox Traditional Gravy

3.

1 tbsp butter

Feeds
Takes

30.
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5
1hrs+

Is that the middle of the table?

Jane		

Yeah. It's between you and me.

Directions
1.
Preheat oven to 220°C. Toss
potatoes in olive oil and season
lightly with salt and pepper
liberally. Add potatoes to oven.
Coat meat with remaining oil and
then season with more salt and
pepper. Place on a tray and roast
(20-25mins for rare). Remove
from oven, cover with foil and
allow to rest (10-15mins).
2. Boil beans and carrots until
just cooked (2-3mins). Remove
and toss with butter. Meanwhile,
prepare gravy according to
instructions on packaging.

1 bunch Dutch carrots, cleaned
and trimmed

It's in the middle of the table.

John		

To serve

Once golden, retrieve potatoes
from oven and arrange on a large
platter with steamed vegetables
and beef. Carve at table with a
big sharp knife. Serve with gravy,
salt, pepper and traditional
accompaniments.

In order to get a wider PG-13 audience, a very steamy sex scene
between John and Jane was cut.

Ingredients
1.5kg beef fillet, trimmed and tied
(ask your butcher to do this or
practice your knife skills)

Jane		

31.
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Batter Up
Twinkie

Billy refers to John Poloni as "Rocco". This is a reference to Jack
McGee's father who played minor league baseball and whose
nickname was "Rocco".

Moneyball

Billy Beane, general manager of the underfunded
and floundering Oakland Athletics baseball team,
is a downtrodden, outta luck kinda guy. His aura of
desperation and compulsiveness extends to a diet heavy
in plastic wrapped snacks. It seems the all American
Twinkie is the perfect emotional antidote to relentlessly
shitty news; a golden sponge of enjoyment that cushions
the landing onto another hard day at homebase.
Sure, we’ve all abused junk food before! Sending high
calorie snacks down the hatch in an attempt to combat
feelings of stress, hopelessness and defeat. If Billy
teaches us anything in Moneyball it’s that perseverance
plus sweet treats lubricates success.

Billy		You get on base, we win. You don't, we lose. And I hate
losing, Chavy. I hate it. I hate losing more than I even
wanna win.

Ingredients
Twinkie
90g plain flour, sieved
1 tsp baking powder, sieved
¼ tsp salt
50mL milk
60g unsalted butter
½ tsp vanilla essence, imitation
5 large eggs, separated
150g caster sugar
Filling*
250g caster sugar
250ml water
5 egg whites
1 tsp vanilla essence, imitation
Makes
Takes

12-15
1hrs+

*Alternatively whipped cream works.
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Directions
1.

Twinkie

Preheat your oven to 170°C.
Prepare single use Twinkie molds
by cutting large rectangles out of
foil, folding them in half and then
half again. Wrap tightly around
a supermarket spice jar laid on
its side, covering both ends but
leaving one side open (like a
foil canoe). Remove spice jar
carefully and place foil mold on
baking tray. Make around 12-15
moulds and grease generously
with oil spray.
2. Place butter and milk over
low heat until butter melts,
remove from heat, add vanilla
and set aside. Next, beat eggs
whites, gradually adding 75g of
sugar until soft peaks form. Set
aside and, in a separate bowl,
beat yolks with remaining 75g
of sugar until thick and fluffy.
Carefully fold egg whites into
egg yolk mixture. Then slowly
fold through flour, baking powder
and salt. Finally fold through
melted butter, milk and vanilla
ensuring everything is thoroughly
incorporated, don't overwork as
it will knock the air out.

3. Pour mixture into prepared
moulds, allowing room to rise
during baking. Place in oven and
bake until golden brown, about
10-15mins. They should spring
back when pushed. Remove
Twinkies from the oven. Allow to
cool for a few mins then carefully
release from moulds.

is running slowly add hot sugar
syrup. Continue to beat for
7-10mins or until the bottom of
mixing bowl feels cooler.
7.
Use a piping bag and nozzle
to pipe filling into each hole.
Be careful not to overfill. Eat
immediately or amidst your
vocational stress.

4. When completely cool
use a skewer to poke a hole in
middle of the cake or, for full
effect, three holes in the bottom
of sponge, careful not to go all
the way through. This will create
space for the filling.
5.

Filling

Combine sugar and water in a
small saucepan over high heat.
Bring to boil and stir until sugar
dissolves. Reduce heat and
continue to simmer until sugar
syrup reaches between 115°C
and 117°C on a thermometer.
This will take about 15mins. Use
a wet pastry brush to remove
caramelising sugar from side of
the pan throughout this process.
6. When syrup is almost ready,
beat the egg whites until foamy.
Turn beater to high and whilst it
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Billy		I hate losing more than
I love winning.
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Up-Beet Jamba
Juice & Gum

Burn After Reading

The secret to goofball Chad’s bottomless energy
reserves? Raw intelligence, raw idiocy and a raw
diet, beginning with this juice. We invite you to ad lib
ingredients as long as they’re RAW, and not in the filthy
Maryland swamp water sense of the word.
While every smug little gym bunny worth their weight
in dumbbells knows the importance of staying hydrated,
sometimes it’s nice to chew. Let us intro-juice you to gum:
the only way to achieve minty fresh breath when your
insides smell like a greengrocer’s bin. Solid foods are fair
game as long as you don’t swallow, so be sure to spit out
that post juice gum.

Chad		You got, like, Gatorade? Anything besides, like,
Maryland swamp water?

Ingredients
1 cup coconut water
1 cup frozen strawberries
1 fresh beet, chopped
½ avocado
1 tbsp lemon, juice
1 large sweet apple, roughly
chopped
5 to 6 large ice cubes
Agave syrup, to taste (optional)
Gum
1 pkt chewing gum
Makes
Takes

36.

2
10mins

Directions
1.

Jamba Juice

Add all ingredients into a highspeed blender and blend until
smooth. Taste and add liquid
sweetener, if desired.
2.

Gum

Open packet of gum, place piece
of gum into mouth and chew
obnoxiously with mouth open.
3. When it's juice time, remove
gum from mouth and place on lid
of cup.

When Chad, first meets Osborne Cox he introduces himself
as Mr. Black, the same name as Brad's character from Meet
Joe Black (1998).

Jamba Juice
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Drāno Martini
with Vermouth Jelly

Mr & Mrs Smith

Discerning viewers will take note of the kaleidoscopic
reflections of a Drāno bottle marking Mr. Smith’s arrival
home from a hard day’s assassinations. Is his welcome
home martini the mark of a diligent homemaker, or a kiss
of death from his beloved femme fatale? Not taking any
chances, Mr. Smith ditches the drink in a thirsty pot plant.
A more palatable choice of poison is this vermouth
martini; designed to unclog gullets, not drains. A word
of warning: this stiff and sultry beverage bears no
forgiveness come sunrise.

Vermouth Jelly
1 bottle vermouth*, 350mL for
olives plus remaining for martinis
15 jumbo green olives, pitted
1 orange, rind finely grated
1 bay leaf
8 leaves sheet gelatin
5g agar powder
Martini
1 bottle vodka
Makes 7
Takes	20mins
left overnight
*Pick your poison: for a dry style
vermouth we recommend Noilly Prat
or Cinzano Bianco, or for a sweeter
style vermouth, we recommend Punt e
Mes or Antica Formula.

38.

May I sit?

Jane		

No.

Waiter

Champagne, sir?

John		

No. Champagne's for celebrating. I'll have a martini.

Directions
1.

Vermouth Jelly

Bring 350mL vermouth,
orange, bay leaf and 400mL
of water to a simmer (if you've
got a thermometer amongst
your armory, aim for 60°C).
Meanwhile, soak gelatin in tepid
water until soft (5mins), remove
and squeeze off excess water.
Remove vermouth mix from
heat and stir in the gelatin until
completely dissolved. Strain
liquid.
2. Pour jelly into shallow
based tray, then place in fridge
for 4-6hrs to set. Slice the jelly
into long 4-5cm rectangular
batons to fit olives. Insert jelly
into olive until it sticks out both
ends. Before making the martini,
skewer 2 olives onto a toothpick.
3.

Drāno Martini

Fill a mixing glass or cocktail
shaker with ice, combine 70mL
vodka and 15mL of dry vermouth,
preferably Noilly Prat. Like
another trained killer we know,
Mr Smith likes his martini shaken
(not stirred) for 20secs then
strained into a martini glass.
Garnish with olives and serve.

Adam Brody wears a Fight Club t-shirt whilst being interrogated
by John.

Ingredients

John		
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Roast Turkey Drumstick
& Grecian Salad

Troy

Brad tore his Achilles tendon during the production of Troy,
where he ironically portrays the character of Achilles.

Achilles and Hector are both such compelling heroes that it’s
damn near impossible for viewers to pick a side. One moment
we want them both to triumph, the next we beg for their blood
to spill. They toy with our hearts as they toy with their gods. On
the dusty Trojan shores, Hector falls. Aghast, we are unable to
look away.
It is similarly difficult to name the hero of this dish. One
would expect the succulent, booze soaked bird to grip the
victory, but the startling union of grapes, feta and mint prides
undeniable valour. While Achilles favours breast meat, don’t
waste too much time deliberating the star ingredient. Your
energy is best expended sensually stripping the flesh off this
turkey drumstick as though it were Brad in Troy – the ultimate
piece of meat.

Achilles	Go home, prince. Drink some wine, make love to your wife.
Tomorrow, we'll have our war.

Ingredients
Roast Turkey

Directions
Grecian Salad

Salt and pepper, freshly ground

40g almonds, roasted and
chopped

80ml grapeseed oil

10 baby cucumber, diced

1 onion, roughly chopped

300g green seedless grapes,
halved

2 turkey legs, whole

1 carrot, roughly chopped
3 garlic heads, peeled and halved
2 sprigs thyme
2 sprigs oregano
1 bay leaf
500mL Greek red wine
1L good quality chicken stock

1 cup loosely packed mint,
shredded
1 tsp sumac
½ red onion, thinly sliced
2 tbs extra virgin olive oil
2 tsp lemon juice
Salt and pepper, freshly ground
150g feta, to serve
Feeds
Takes

4-6
3hrs+

1.

Roast Turkey

Preheat oven to 140°C. Honor thy
turkey legs generously with salt
and pepper on all sides. Heat oil
in a large, heavy-based pan over
high heat. Add turkey legs skinside down. Cook without moving
until deep golden brown, then
flip legs and cook until second
side is browned, reducing heat
as necessary if the oil smokes
excessively. Transfer noble bird
to a casserole pan and set aside.

reduced until it reaches desired
consistency. Pour sauce over
legs and serve with salad.
4.

Grecian Salad

Combine all ingredients and toss
well. Serve with wet-roasted
Turkey, and a smattering of feta,
if your heart desires.

2. With the same pan you
cooked the turkey in, saute
onion, carrot, garlic, thyme and
oregano until well browned. Add
wine and boil until reduced by
half. Add stock and bay leaves
and bring to boil. Pour liquid and
vegetables over turkey, ensuring
it is only half covered.
3. To wet-roast, place baking
tray in oven and cook, covered in
foil for around 1.5hrs, remove foil
and continue to cook for 30mins.
By this point turkey should be
falling off the bone and the skin
should be a deep burgundy
colour. Remove turkey from tray
and place on serving plate. Strain
sauce through a fine sieve, then

40.
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Isotonic
Gym Pops

Burn After Reading

Lovable fool Chad Feldheimer has a rock hard body,
a head full of air and a heart of gold. The professional
gym junkie makes his dollars lifting dumbbells before he
happens upon some misplaced “intelligence shit” that
may mean he never has to work again.
When you're harbouring raw intel it pays to be alert,
which explains Chad’s high octane diet of spandex,
chewing gum and Gatorade. There is a fine line, however:
too much sugar and not enough cardio slowly tips Chad
into lunacy. These popsicles may look like empty calories,
but in the words of Chad-Brad “appearances can be…
deceptive.” Chad’s pops are made from assorted isotonic
drinks, brimming with electrolytes and designed for slow
release hydration. If only we could have slowed little
Chad-Brad down a few paces, he might never have been
shot square in the head. Oops, spoiler alert.

Chad		Put a note up? Highly classified shit found, Signals
intelligence shit, CIA shit? Hello! Did you lose your secret
CIA shit? I don't think so.

Ingredients
Optional mixed fruit eg. kiwi,
lychee, strawberry, watermelon,
cut into small chunks
6 popsicle moulds, assorted
Makes 6
Takes	10mins
left overnight

Directions
1.
Pour isotonic drinks into
desired popsicle moulds then
place on a level surface in
freezer. To create layers, freeze
until half frozen (1-2hrs) and
then add a contrasting layer of
isotonic and freeze until solid
(6hrs or overnight). For added
health benefits, add small pieces
of fruit to liquid before freezing.
2.

*We've used a range of Pocari Sweat,
Gatorade and Powerade but really
anything besides Maryland swamp
water will work.
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To serve

Run molds under hot water to
loosen. Gently pull icy pole sticks
to release, eat immediately or
reserve icy poles in freezer for up
to a month. Eat on the run.

The building that was turned into the Hardbodies gym in the
film was found in Paramus, New Jersey. The production
department did such a good job with it that locals came in
to inquire about membership.

600mL isotonic drinks*, assorted

43.
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Boozy Jam
Therapy Doughnuts

Fight Club

There's a cup of coffee hidden in every scene.

Fight Club’s unnamed narrator has plenty of problems:
crippling insomnia, dissociative tendencies, and a
lawless friend named Tyler Durden. No wonder he turns
to “support group tourism” – sans tuberculosis, testicular
cancer, or blood parasite for some coffee and sympathy.
Desperate times call for grim lighting and a
community centre trestle table adorned with ashtrays
and guilt-free snacks. Bankrupt, divorced, drug addled?
Nothing a doughnut and a mug of steaming Joe can’t fix!
Just make sure they’re not Krispy Kreme and Starbucks;
Tyler abhors the establishment, after all. Best enjoyed
with a comforting back rub from a single serving friend.

Tyler		Tomorrow will be the most beautiful day of Raymond K.
Hessel's life. His breakfast will taste better than any meal
you and I have ever tasted.

Ingredients
Boozy Jam
150g blackberries
150g raspberries
150g cherries
350g caster sugar
½ lemon, juiced
1 vanilla bean, sliced and scraped
30mL brandy
Therapy Doughnuts
200g plain white flour
200g strong white flour
14g dried yeast (7g sachets)
50g caster sugar (plus extra for
coating)
1 tsp salt
1 egg, beaten
50g unsalted butter, grated
80mL pouring cream
150mL milk, warmed
2L vegetable oil (for deep frying)
Makes
Takes

46.
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8-10
2.5hrs+

Directions
1.
Boozy Jam
H url fruit and sugar in a large
mixing bowl then set aside to
macerate and contemplate it’s
existence (1hr). Team up this
mixture, lemon and vanilla in a
saucepan and cook over medium
to high heat, stirring occasionally.
Once it reaches setting point,
remove from heat and allow
to cool slightly before passing
through a sieve to remove vanilla
pod and fruit chunks or seeds.
Cool completely, stir through
brandy.
2.

Therapy Doughnuts

Mix flours, yeast and sugar in
the bowl of an electric mixer
with a dough hook attachment.
Then add warmed milk, butter,
cream, egg, and salt; mixing
until all the ingredients are well
incorporated and the dough
forms into a smooth and elastic
consistency. This will take a
few mins. For those of you
without a mixer, it’s time to use
your fists for once! Combine
ingredients as above, mixing
with a large wooden spoon.
Think broken promises, arrogant
know-it-alls and stubbing your

toe. Hmmn feel that? That’s a
little thing called anger. Now
roughhouse the dough together
on a floured surface until mixture
becomes one, eventually all
your frustrations will turn into
something soft and silky. This
process takes a bit more muscle
but as Tyler said “without pain,
without sacrifice, we would have
nothing”.
3. Place the dough into a large,
lightly greased bowl, cover with a
damp tea towel and allow to rest
somewhere warm until doubled in
size (1-2hrs).
4. Turn the dough out onto
a lightly floured work surface,
firmly knock the wind out it but
don't get too get carried away,
take it easy on the guy. Roll the
dough into a 3cm thick rectangle.
Then, using a round pastry cutter
or a glass with a diameter of
about 10cm, cut the dough into
rounds and place on a greasy
tray. Set aside in a warm, draft
free corner covered in a damp tea
towel to prove itself until doubled
in size (15-30mins).

with vegetable oil over a medium
heat then bring up to 170°C.
Test oil with a small piece of
dough. Working in batches, fry
doughnuts, turning occasionally,
until golden brown and cooked
through (3-4mins). Remove with
a slotted spoon and allow to drain
on paper towel.
6.

To serve

Medicate doughnuts by rolling
each in caster sugar until lightly
coated. Use a small knife to
pierce top of each doughnut
then pipe a generous amount of
jam into the hole. Eat promptly,
washing each down with a cup of
filter coffee and the prescription
drug of your choosing.

5. Now to get the oil all hot and
bothered. Fill a large saucepan
47.

Appendix
Knuckle Sandwich (p.23)
William Bradley Pitt
(1963)
Star Sign: (Sagittarius)
Height: 1.8m
Quotes
Brad	Fame is a bitch, man.
Brad	Fame makes you feel
permanently like a girl
walking past construction
workers.
Brad	I'm gonna design my own
fleet of trailers. No! I'm
gonna record an album like
Jennifer Lopez. It'll be an
acoustic version of KC &
The Sunshine Band. Then
maybe I'll design a line of
clothes like [Sean Combs]
but all in synthetic fur.
Brad	I'm one of those people
you hate because of
genetics. It's the truth.
TRIVIA
Brad is vegetarian.
His high school nickname was Brad
the "Pitt-bull".
His first job was dancing in a
chicken suit to draw in customers
at an El Pollo Loco restaurant on
Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood.
His favorite movies are Planet of
the Apes (1968) and Saturday Night
Fever (1977).
He is banned from entering China
because of his role in Seven Years
in Tibet (1997).
In 1996 he was engaged to actress
Gwyneth Paltrow.
He gained a journalism major in
college with an advertising focus.
He was considered for the lead role
in The Matrix (1999), which went to
Keanu Reeves.
He is the first man ever to be named
"Sexiest Man Alive" twice by People
magazine (1994 and 2000).
He is mentioned in the song "That
Don't Impress Me Much" by Shania
Twain.

Fightclub
(1999)
Name: Tyler Durden
Director: David Fincher
Genre: Drama
Recipes
Lobster & Crab Pissque (p.17)
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Boozy Jam Therapy
Doughnuts (p.47)
Quotes
Tyler	All the ways you wish you
could be, that's me. I look
like you wanna look, I fuck
like you wanna fuck, I am
smart, capable, and most
importantly, I am free in all
the ways that you are not.
Tyler	Fuck off with your sofa
units and strine green
stripe patterns, I say never
be complete, I say stop
being perfect, I say let...
lets evolve, let the chips
fall where they may.
Tyler	It could be worse. A
woman could cut off your
penis while you're sleeping
and toss it out the window
of a moving car.
Tyler	It's only after we've lost
everything that we're free
to do anything.
Tyler	Listen up, maggots. You
are not special. You are
not a beautiful or unique
snowflake. You're the
same decaying organic
matter as everything else.
Tyler	Oxygen gets you high.
Tyler	Reject the basic
assumptions of
civilization, especially the
importance of material
possessions.
Tyler	Right. We are consumers.
We're the by-products of a
lifestyle obsession.
Tyler	Self improvement is
masturbation. Now self
destruction…
Tyler	Sticking feathers up your
butt does not make you a
chicken.
Tyler	The guerilla terrorist of the
food service industry
Tyler	The richest, creamiest fat
in the world. The fat of the
land.
Tyler	The things you own end up
owning you.
Tyler	We cook your meals,
we haul your trash, we
connect your calls, we
drive your ambulances. We
guard you while you sleep.
Do not... fuck with us.
Tyler	WHOA! WHOA! WHOA! Ok,
you are now firing a gun

at your 'imaginary friend'
near 400 GALLONS OF
NITROGLYCERINE!
Tyler	You're not your job. You're
not how much money you
have in the bank. You're
not the car you drive.
You're not the contents
of your wallet. You're not
your fucking khakis. You're
the all-singing, all-dancing
crap of the world.

throughout most of the film. They
are both seen wearing a similar
faux fur coat, sunglasses, almost
identical rings and are seen
smoking in virtually every scene.

Snatch
(2000)
Name: Mickey O’Neil
Director: Guy Ritchie

Trivia

Genre: Comedy / Crime

After the copyright warning, there
is another warning on the DVD.
This warning is from Tyler, and is
only there for a second. "If you
are reading this then this warning
is for you. Every word you read of
this is useless fine print is another
second off your life. Don't you have
other things to do? Is your life so
empty that you honestly can't think
of a better way to spend these
moments? Or are you so impressed
with authority that you give respect
and credence to all who claim it?
Do you read everything you're
supposed to read? Do you think
everything you're supposed to
think? Buy what you're told you
should want? Get out of your
apartment. Meet a member of the
opposite sex. Stop the excessive
shopping and masturbation.
Quit your job. Start a fight. Prove
you're alive. If you don't claim
your humanity you will become a
statistic. You have been warned...
Tyler"

Recipes

Brad and Helena Bonham Carter
spent three days recording
orgasmic sounds for their unseen
sex scenes. During the shooting
of the sex scene, Brad and Helena
posed in 10 different positions from
the Kama Sutra.
Brad showed his parents the
"Chemical Burn" scene to convince
them not to watch Fight Club.
Filming lasted 138 days, with
over 300 scenes shot on 200
locations and 72 sets constructed
by production designer Alex
McDowell.
Just as the closing credits are
about to start, a flash-frame-shot of
a penis appears on the screen.
Prior to principal photography,
Brad visited a dentist to have his
front tooth chipped and dental caps
removed.
The visible breath in the cave scene
is recycled Leonardo DiCaprio
breath from Titanic (1997), which
was composited into the shot.
Tyler’s hair is styled and worn
almost identical to Marla’s

Two Minutes Turkish,
Sausages (p.13)
Game Bird with Taters &
Guinness Gravy (p.27)
Quotes

Bellagio Shrimp Cocktail (p.20)

Trivia

Reuben’s Salad (p.29)

Brad claimed the filming was
torturous for him because he had to
quit smoking.

Quotes
Barman How's the game going?
Rusty Longest hour of my life.
Barman What?
Rusty	I'm running away with your
wife.
Barman [not hearing him] Great!
Rusty	Did someone call for a
doctor?
[On the phone]
Terry	Who the hell is this?
Rusty	The man who's robbing
you!
Rusty Are you alright?
Danny	Yeh, um, I just bit into a
pepper.
Rusty	Is that... are you... are you
watching Oprah?

Mickey	I need to have a shite.
Mickey	Nobody brings a fella the
size of you unless they're
trying to say something
without talking, right boy?
Mickey	Ya got a good kick fer a fat
fella.
George You better stay down.
Trivia
After Mickey's mum's funeral,
Turkish slaps him to wake him up.
The slapping sound occurs just
before he is actually slapped.

Trivia
Takarazuka Revue adapted the
Ocean’s 11 as a musical in 20112012 in Japan.
The cast did gamble during off
hours. While there's disagreement
between who won the most
(George Clooney says Matt Damon,
Damon says Brad), apparently
Clooney managed to lose 25 hands
of blackjack in a row.
When Rusty is talking to Saul at the
dog races, the level of the cup that
he is eating from goes from nearly
empty to nearly full to half way full.

Body count: 26
Guy Ritchie reportedly paid US $1
million for the use of Madonna's
song, "Lucky Star".
Jason Flemyng joked that the
working conditions on this film
were so terrible that Brad Pitt's
trailer “was picketed by Amnesty
International as not being fit for
someone to live in”.
Mickey's tattoos seriously fade
during the final fight scene. This
is most notable when Turkish is
talking to him in the corner after the
third round and when he imagines
he has been knocked into water.

Troy
(2004)
Name: Achilles
Director: Wolfgang Peterson
Genre: Adventure
Recipes
Roast Turkey Drumstick
& Grecian Salad (p.41)
Quotes
Achilles	I chose nothing. I was born
and this is what I am.
Achilles	Is there no one else? Is
there no one else?

Ocean’s 11
(2001)

Achilles	The gods envy us.

Name: Rusty Ryan
(alt Jimmy Foster)

Achilles	We men are wretched
things.

Director: Steven Soderbergh
Genre: Crime / Thriller
Recipes
Heart Burn Burger (p.6)
Greyhound Jelly Cup (p.14)

Fat Brad

Achilles	You sack of wine! Before
my time is done, I will look
down on your corpse and
smile.
Achilles	You're still my enemy in the
morning.

Fat Brad

Brad gained over 20 pounds of
muscle for Troy (2004).
Brad trained for six months to get a
body that looked like that of Greek
statues.
During filming, a hurricane tore
through the set and wiped out
Brad’s house.
On screen, Achilles kills 33 men.

Mr & Mrs Smith
(2005)
Name: John Smith
Director: Doug Liman
Genre: Action / Comedy / Crime
/ Romance / Thriller
Recipes
Break-up-make-up
Smash (p.24)

John	You looked like Christmas
morning.

Academy Awards (Fargo and No
Country for Old Men).

John	Your aim's as bad as your
cooking sweetheart... and
that's saying something!

This is the first time the Coen
Brothers worked with Brad Pitt.

Trivia
After the Smiths discover each
other's identities, Jane speeds
away in the car and John is running
after her. He ends up tripping and
crashing through a fence, and
his gun goes off. The trip was a
mistake, and Brad’s reaction, as
well as his following ad-lib, "Oh dear
God," are genuine.
Brad and Angelina met on the set of
Mr & Mrs Smith in 2003.
Brad left in the middle of shooting
for three months to shoot Ocean's
Twelve (2004).
Brad reportedly left the project
after Nicole Kidman dropped
out. Once Angelina signed on, he
returned to the project.
The film was shipped to theaters
under the code name "Jones".

Bloodied Roast (p.31)
Drāno Martini with
Vermouth Jelly (p.38)
Quotes
Jane	My parents died when I
was five. I'm an orphan.
John	Who was that kind fellow
who gave you away at our
wedding?
Jane	Paid actor.
John	I said, I said I saw your dad
on "Fantasy Island"!
John	He's had my barbecue set
for months.
John	Option A: You talk, we
listen, no pain. Option B:
You don't talk, I remove
your thumbs with my
pliers, it will hurt. Option
C: I like to vary the details
a bit but the punchline is...
you die.
John	That's the second time
you've tried to kill me
today.
John	The new curtains are
hideous.
John	This looks nice. Did you do
something new?
Jane	Yeah? I added peas. Yeah,
peas.
John	We have an unusual
problem here, Jane. You
obviously want me dead,
and I'm less and less
concerned for your wellbeing.

Burn After Reading
(2008)
Name: Chad Feldheimer
Director: Ethan Coen, Joel Coen
Genre: Comedy / Crime / Drama
Recipes
Up-Beet Jamba Juice
& Gum (p.36)
Isotonic Gym Pops (p.43)
Quotes
Chad	I can't believe this... This is
like... intelligence shit.
Chad	This is some heavy shit.
Chad	This is, like, I can't believe
this shit I'm seeing.
Chad	Osbourne Cox? I thought
you might be worried...
about the security... of
your shit.
Trivia
During the scene in the Russian
Embassy, after Chad and Linda
accompany the man down the hall,
there is a picture of Daniel Craig
hanging on the wall behind the
Russian man.

Tilda Swinton modeled her
character's hairdo after Edna
Krabappel's from The Simpsons
(1989).
Tilda Swinton's character is named
Katie Cox, which is also the name of
a porno actress.

Moneyball
(2011)
Name: Billy Beane
Director: Bennett Miller
Genre: Biography / Drama / Sport
Recipes
Spilt Mustard (p.8)
Batter Up Twinkie (p.34)
Quotes
Peter	I think he was gonna say
something else.
Billy	When you get the answer
you're looking for, hang up.
Billy	I'm not gonna fire you
Gary.
Grady Fuck you.
Billy	Alright now I'm gonna fire
you.
Billy
Pack your bags Pete.
Peter
Why?
Billy	I just bought you from the
Cleveland Indians.
Trivia
Billy is shown several times batting
right-handed as a pro. But when
Billy is shown looking at his little
league photo it clearly shows him
batting left-handed.
During pre-production, director
of photography Adam Kimmel
was arrested in Connecticut on
sexual assault and weapons and
explosives possession charges. He
was replaced by Wally Pfister.
When Billy is teaching Peter how to
fire someone, the paper "spit" cup
and the coffee cup in front of Billy
keeps moving further behind the
telephone on the desk.

The editor is listed as ‘Roderick
Jaynes’ which is a pseudonym for
Joel and Ethan Coen. Roderick
Jaynes, who doesn’t technically
exist, has been nominated for two
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Fat Brad
The Cookbook
Long Prawn Press
longprawn.com
Publishers
Laura Clauscen
Fred Mora
Lauren Stephens
Tristan Ceddia
Ben Clement
Melbourne, Australia

Brad		Being married means I can break wind and eat ice-cream
in bed.

Art Direction — Long Prawn
Co-Editors — Tara Kenny, Long Prawn
Design — Tristan Ceddia
Photography — Ben Clement
Recipes — Ali Currey-Voumard, Mietta Coventry
First Edition 2016
Edition of 1000
ISBN 978-0-646-96047-0
Printed by Australian Book Connection in Hong Kong
Thank-you first and foremost to Brad. Thank-you to By1, Shin Hamada,
Shosuke ‘Sean’ Suzuki, Andrew Nugent, Alex Kelaart, Coco and
Maximilian, Lucy Mora, Harry Nissan, Tara Kenny, Emily Hucker, Anna Oh,
Anne Hasegawa, Harry Dudley, Leon Koumouris, William 'Zeus' Miller,
Brendan McLeary.
Copyright
All text and images © 2016 Long Prawn. No material whether written
or photographed may be reproduced without the permission of the
publishers. Every effort has been made to ensure that copyright has
not been violated. In case of any oversight, we apologise and request
that contact information of such right holders be sent to us for
future editions.
Disclaimer
In no event, including but not limited to negligence, shall the producers
of Fat Brad, be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental,
consequential, exemplary or punitive damages arising from, or directly
or indirectly related to, the use of, or the inability to use, the cookbook
or the content, materials and functions related thereto, your provision
of information. Don’t be a Brad-Chad, use your intelligence shit.
fatbrad.com
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Why do they always paint hallways that color?
They say taupe is very soothing.

An edible ode to the
movie star who eats
like no other, Brad Pitt.
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